INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE: BEYOND MAUS – THE
LEGACY OF HOLOCAUST COMICS
Long before Art Spiegelman’s MAUS – A Survivor’s Tale appeared, there were re ections on the
Holocaust to be found in comics. Already within the camps, early series of drawings like Mickey au
Camps de Gurs (1942) were circulated, which bear some similarities to comics. And after the
liberation, the persecution and annihilation of European Jewry was taken up as a central theme in
comic books starting with Joe Kubert’s short story Golem (1946). MAUS marked an obvious
transition in the perception of the relation between the Holocaust and comics, but in contrast to
Spiegelman’s intentions MAUS was less noticed within the history of comics than in the history of
the representation of the Holocaust. At the same time MAUS enabled numerous further
representations of the genocide in comics.
The conference aims at a closer examination of the relation between the historical events of the
Endlösung (“final solution”) and their different reflections in comics. How do series of images as well
as comics position themselves with regard to the debate on the limitations of representing the
annihilation of the Jews of Europe? What sort of visual memory do comics offer in light of a discourse
dominated by photography and film? Which other narratives can be read here in comparison to the
widely discussed literary narratives? Many superhero comics, often such with figures like the golem,
devise a fictional vocabulary of images, forming an aesthetics and truth regarding the Holocaust,
which have been very much neglected until today. The conference also asks how comics have altered
the discourse on the Holocaust: What future of the memory of Auschwitz do comics hold in store for
us? All these questions shall be discussed at length on the basis of a variety of examples as well as
methodological and theoretical reflections.
Programm: Beyond MAUS - The Legacy of Holocaust Comics

